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High for Carer, Low for Resident

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 250kg, Max. Lift 225kg
Length: 2120mm
Width: 998mm depends on head & foot boards
High / Low: 250mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: Covered, 50mm Twin Wheel Tente, with 

Central Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 40°
Finish: Frame - Polyester Powder Coated

Wooden surround with integrated side frames.

Elvido-Vervo Style with Exceptional Height Range

LOW means SECURE and COMFY

A care bed can’t be low enough for your residents – the lower, the better. Apart from the lower 
risk of falls, the possible injuries will be far less severe if a fall should occur. The lower lying 
surface also will also make it easier for many of your residents to climb in and out of the bed, 
as they have less of a height threshold to deal with. Plus: Lower beds also create a more comfy, 
homelike atmosphere.

THE HIGH SETTING is ergonomic and gentle on the back.

A bed cannot be high enough for carers; a high bed makes work easier and takes stress off the 
back, as you avoid bending over to work. Elvido–Vervo can be raised securely and safely to a 
stable 80cm patient surface height.

EV9722 – Frail Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150

250mm to 800mm

Fast Adjustment

Height adjustment is very fast thanks to the powerful actuator motors; equipped with 
jamming protection even with the bed extended. Automatic height compensation ensures 
absolute horizontal and vertical movement in the bed.

Optional - Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at the 
bed means a safer environment for resident and maintenance personal. 
The switch mode of this system means that unlike other electric beds there 
is no current flowing through the bed control box and motors until a hand 
control button is pressed - a substantial saving from not being on standby.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

With wooden surround with
integrated side frames

Hygienic Mattress Base

Robust, easy-care polypropylene mattress base with deep ventilation slits for breathability.  The 
hygienic mattress base is removable and resistant to conventional cleaning agents

The OpenBus has arrived – STANDARD
This care bed has come into the digital future: OpenBus enables 
networking and control for a variety of systems.

Options
Bed Extension 200mm
IR Remote Control
Under bed lighting
And many more options

http://www.evocare.com.au/elvido-vervo-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/elvido-vervo-bed.php�


High Level of Comfort & Sophistication

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 250kg, Max. Lift 225kg
Length: 2094mm
Width: 1003mm depends on head & foot boards
High / Low: 250mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: Covered, 50mm Twin Wheel, 2 x Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 40°
Finish: Frame - Polyester Powder Coated

Wooden surround with integrated side frames.

Libra Specially designed to meet a wide range of individual needs

Always at the right height

Libra is designed to give those in need of care a sense of security without impacting on their 
independence. One of the most effective ways to prevent falls without creating restrictions is to use a 
bed with a low height. For this reason, Libra can be lowered to a height of as little as approximately 25 
cm. The risk of injury from a fall from such a low height is minimal.

High ground clearance for easy cleaning

Libra’s streamlined signature chassis significantly add to its sophisticated look, and the castors’ covers in 
particular add a highly contemporary touch. The 3 different chassis available for the Libra bed are designed 
to make it easy to wheel objects underneath them, and this also makes it easy to clean the floor.

EV9722 – Frail Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150

MobiFlex telescopic safety sides

Specially designed to meet a wide range of individual needs

Libra offers a maximum of choice and flexibility and can be customised to the smallest detail to 
meet every need of its resident and care staff. It comes with a choice of 4 different safety sides, all 
of which fulfil different safety needs and facilitate mobility and independence. 

Click here for link to 
information on our website

With wooden surround with
integrated side frames

Flexible safety sides

Safety sides are designed to protect people in need of care, but should not restrict their ability to get in 
and out of bed. Libra can be supplied with 4 different safety sides, all of which are designed to perfectly 
meet the needs of the resident and care staff.

Energy-saving with low voltage
All Libra models are supplied with extra–low voltage as standard. 
This is achieved with an external transformer that reduces the 
voltage directly at the power socket to 24 volts to ensure that there 
are no live 240 volt components near the resident. This not only 
increases safety, but also significantly helps to reduce energy costs 
and electromagnetic pollution and thereby protecting the 
environment.

Options
Bed Extension 200mm
Linen Holder
Under bed lighting
And many more options

http://www.evocare.com.au/libra-care-bed.php?submenuheader=0�
http://www.evocare.com.au/libra-care-bed.php?submenuheader=0�


Vertica – the mobilisation bed

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 250kg, Max. Lift 225kg
Length: 2142mm
Width: 1038mm
High / Low: 400mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: 150mm Central Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 30°
Finish: Colour Argentum

Hygienic mattress base

Vertica Care Bed Early VERTICAlisation begins with a sitting position

Sitting – the first step to normality.

In modern care beds, patients can get into a comfortable sitting position with the help of an adjustable mattress base. 
Vertica goes one step further: the patient can not only sit comfortably, but also has a safe contact with the floor or a 
firm grip on a footrest – this means that the sensation of position and posture of the body via proprioceptors is 
supported in the muscles, tendons and joints of the legs. This increases well–being, stimulates the circulation and 
stimulates the VERTICAlisation. 

Easy standing up

It is only a small step from SITTING to STANDING.
If residents manage to sit up in bed properly again, 
they have made the first step towards standing. With 
the Vertica, residents can be raised easily and fully 
controlled. 

Viscoelastic Foam Pad 2000 x 900 x 140mm

Rest is very important to recovery. While bed rest is good for patients, it also has been realized that patients need to 
be assisted to become active as early as possible. During the recovery period the patient is dependent on his own 
strength in combination with the help of staff to be mobilized. We believe that there must be another way to 
mobilize patients safely and support staff with this duty – we are therefore pleased to present you the Stiegelmeyer 
Vertica–Care bed: perfectly conceived and precisely engineered to the needs of both staff and patients.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

The OpenBus has arrived – STANDARD
This care bed has come into the digital future: OpenBus
enables networking and control for a variety of systems.

User-Friendly

You can fold away the MultiFlex side rails with the same minimal 
effort that was required to position them in the first place.

MultiFlex

The MultiFlex side rail system needs no instructions. Right from 
the start, care staff intuitively perform each step correctly to 
ensure that the patient feels secure from the outset.

Standing Up made easy

The Vertica–Care mimics the natural sequence of 
movements to gently lift the patient from a prone to a 
sitting position, and from there to an upright position.

Sitting up faster

Patients can assume a genuine sitting position, which 
enables them to take meals or receive visitors in 
comfort. This brings them to the same eye–level as 
other people - good for their self–esteem. 
Independence and freedom of movement stimulate 
our feeling of wellbeing and help the recovery 
process.

http://www.evocare.com.au/vertica-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/vertica-care-bed.php�


Home Style Clinical Beds

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 225kg
Length: 2120mm 2320mm (extended)
Width: 1020mm
High / Low: 260mm (low) 890mm (high)
Castors: Covered, 50mm Twin Wheel Tente, 

with Central Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 30°
Finish: Frame - Polyester Powder Coated

Wooden surround with integrated side 
frames.

Westfalia Care This bed looks very attractive and offers uncompromisingly high quality and durability.

Mattress Height Adjustment – 260mm to 890mm
The innovative adjustment range of 630mm allows the nursing bed to be 
used as either a low-height bed or as a standard nursing bed.
The highest mattress position of 890mm allows nursing staff to work 
comfortably without stressing their backs.

Features:
• Mattress surface 900mm x 2000mm, 4-part, with easy to clean, robust 

steel slats, metal colour “Titanium”.
• Adjustable Back Support and Upper Leg Rest.
• Covered castors can be centrally locked regardless of the mattress 

position.
• Mattress surface with gliding back support reduces compression of the 

stomach.
• Wooden (beech) surround with integrated side frames.
• Selectively locking handset with auto-contour and locking of individual 

functions.

With wooden surround with
integrated side frames

EV9722 – Frail Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150mm

Westfalia Care Bed with KSG Side Rail,
one side; DSG the other.

A nursing home room must be presented to a prospective resident with 
attractive and inviting furniture.

Because of space limitations it must be functionally – this has always 
meant a comprise between tasteful and clinical. 
Burmeier have recognised this and are making clinical nursing beds that 
would be suitable in the most gracious home environment along with 
bedside cabinet overbed table combinations.

Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at 
the bed means a safer environment for resident and maintenance 
personal. The switch mode of this system means that unlike other 
electric beds there is no current flowing through the bed control box 
and motors until a hand control button is pressed - a substantial 
saving from not being on standby.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-care-bed.php�


The Classic Care Bed

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 200kg
Length: approx 2080mm ~ 2170mm
Width: 1020mm
High / Low: 360mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: 4 x 100mm Tente, Central Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 35°
Finish: Frame - Polyester Powder Coated

Westfalia Klassik The classic care bed for nursing homes

Economic Efficiency
The price–performance ratio is exceptionally reasonable. Nevertheless 
there was no economizing concerning the construction and the material. 
Especially the use of high quality materials ensures Burmeier’s quality 
philosophy.

Features:
• Mattress surface 900mm x 2000mm, 4-part, Mattress surface is easily 

cleaned metal slats.
• Mattress surface height adjustment from approx. 350 to 800mm, 

adjustment range 450mm
• Adjustable Back Support and Upper and lower Leg Rest.
• Beech finish with working timber areas melamine covered.
• Integrated side rails.
• Linak 24V drive systems.
• Selectively locking handset with locking of individual functions.

EV9722 – Frail Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150mm

Westfalia Klassik with DSG
Continuous Side Rails.

Robust, reliable and durable. This bed includes an impressive range of 
technical features: height adjustment from 35-80 cm, sliding backrest, 
safe working load of 200 kg, central castor locking, handset with 
selective disable function, standard 24-volt drive system etc. 

A further plus point is that it also represents extremely good value for 
money. The ideal care bed for nursing homes.

Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at 
the bed means a safer environment for resident and maintenance 
personal. The switch mode of this system means that unlike other 
electric beds there is no current flowing through the bed control box 
and motors until a hand control button is pressed - a substantial 
saving from not being on standby.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-klassik-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-klassik-care-bed.php�


An Economical Classic Care Bed

SPECIFICATIONS
Capacity: 175kg
Length: approx 2120mm
Width: 1030mm
High / Low: 400mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: 4 x 1250mm Tente, Individual 

Locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system (240V 
input)
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 35°
Finish: Frame - Polyester Powder Coated

Westfalia III The classic care bed for nursing homes

Features:
• Mattress surface 900mm x 2000mm, 4-part, Mattress surface is 

spring wood slats consisting of wood derived timber products whose 
surface has been sealed.

• Adjustable Back Support and Upper Leg Rest.
• High–quality and robust TENTE 125mm castors.
• Beech finish with working timber areas melamine covered.
• Integrated side frames.
• Linak 24V drive systems.
• Selectively locking handset with locking of individual functions.
• Safe working load: 175kg.

EV9722 – Frail Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150mm

Westfalia III with DSG
Continuous Side Rails.

Easy to assemble in a matter of minutes, this comfortable care bed in 
an attractive wood finish makes light work of caring. Westfalia III 
features electronically–adjustable back and upper–leg rests: The 
mattress base is also driven by an electric motor and can be adjusted 
from 40 cm, allowing patients to get out of bed safely, to 80 cm, an 
ergonomic working height for carers. 

The four–part mattress base relieves pressure on the back and 
actively prevents bedsores. The chassis has individual castor–locking.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

The wooden slats flex and roll for additional comfort.

http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-III-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/westfalia-III-care-bed.php�


Three Beds - Three Widths

SPECIFICATIONS
Mattress widths: Allura - 900mm,  Allura 100  - 1000mm,   Allura Mighty  - 1200mm

Capacity: 250kg
Length: 2240mm
High / Low: 300mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: High-quality, rugged Tente castors

Individually locking
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 30°
Finish: Metal parts sealed with a polyester powder lacquer coating, colour topaz. 

Wooden surround with integrated side frames.  Working timber areas melamine covered—0.6mm. 

Allura Care Very attractive beds with a favourable price / quality ratio.

Mattress Height Adjustment – 300mm to 800mm
The adjustment range of 500mm allows the nursing bed to be used as 
either a low-entry bed or as a standard nursing bed.  The highest 
mattress position of 800mm allows nursing staff to work comfortably 
without stressing their backs.    One bed for all cases.

Features:
• Mattress base with steel grating floor

(applies to models Allura 100 and Allura-Mighty) 
“Allura” comes with springwood slats mattress base

• Selectively locking handset with auto-contour and robust 
construction

• Adjustable Back Support and Upper Leg Rest
• Wooden surround with integrated side frames in beech finish, 

including footend cover (except Allura 100)

Shown with Cherusker
Bedside Locker

EV9721 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150
EV9731 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 1000 x 150
EV9743 – Maxi Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 1200 x 180 (Bravo Cover)

Allura Mighty

A nursing home room must be presented to a prospective resident 
with attractive and inviting furniture.

Because of space limitations it must be functionally – this has always 
meant a comprise between tasteful and clinical. 
Burmeier have recognised this and are making clinical nursing beds 
that would be suitable in the most gracious home environment along 
with bedside cabinet overbed table combinations.

Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at 
the bed means a safer environment for resident and maintenance 
personal. The switch mode of this system means that unlike other 
electric beds there is no current flowing through the bed control box 
and motors until a hand control button is pressed - a substantial 
saving from not being on standby.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

Shown with optional timber end cover 

http://www.evocare.com.au/allura-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/allura-care-bed.php�


Floor Line Bed – Two Widths 

SPECIFICATIONS – Inovia 4 Section Floor Line Bed
Capacity: 225kg
Length: 2220mm
Width: 1040mm
High / Low: 220mm (low) 770mm (high)
Castors: 125mm Twin Wheel Tente (locked in pairs)
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 30°
Finish: Metal parts sealed with a polyester powder lacquer 

coating, colour Titanium.
Wooden surround with integrated side frames.

Mattress Height Adjustment – 220mm to 770mm
The adjustment range of 550mm allows the nursing bed to be used as either a 
floor line bed or as a standard nursing bed.
The highest mattress position of 770mm allows nursing staff to work 
comfortably without stressing their backs.

Features:
• 4-section mattress base  (900 x 2000mm) or (1000 x 2000mm). 
• Easy to clean, robust steel slats, metal colour “Titanium”. 
• Adjustable Knee Break and Upper Leg Rest. 
• Gliding back support reduces compression of the stomach. 
• The castors can be locked in pairs, either front

or back, regardless the mattress base position. 
• Wooden surround (beech) with integrated side frames. 
• Selectively locking handset with auto-contour and locking of individual 

functions. 

EV9721 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150
EV9731 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 1000 x 150

Inovia in chair position

A nursing home room must be presented to a prospective resident with 
attractive and inviting furniture.

Because of space limitations it must be functionally – this has always meant a 
comprise between tasteful and clinical. 
Burmeier have recognised this and are making clinical nursing beds that 
would be suitable in the most gracious home environment along with bedside 
cabinet overbed table combinations.

Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at the bed 
means a safer environment for resident and maintenance personal. The switch 
mode of this system means that unlike other electric beds there is no current 
flowing through the bed control box and motors until a hand control button is 
pressed - a substantial saving from not being on standby.

Inovia Low Height Care Bed Of benefit to those at risk of falling out of bed.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/inovia-care-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/inovia-care-bed.php�


Quality at a price

SPECIFICATIONS – Dali-Low Entry 4 Section Floor Line Bed
Capacity: 175kg
Length: 2160mm
Width: 1010mm
High / Low: 220mm (low) 620mm (high)
Castors: Tente (total lock)
Lift Operation: Fully electric 24V system
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 35°
Finish: Metal parts sealed with a polyester powder lacquer 

coating, colour Topaz.
Wooden surround with integrated side frames.

Optional headend&footend timber covers

Mattress Height Adjustment – 220mm to 620mm
The innovative adjustment range of 400mm allows the nursing bed to be used as 
either a floorline bed or as a standard nursing bed.  The highest mattress position 
of 620mm allows nursing staff to work comfortably without stressing their backs. 
Having beds according to type of use is no longer necessary. One bed for all cases.

Features:
• 4-section mattress base  (900 x 2000mm). 
• Easy to clean, robust steel slats, metal colour “topaz”.
• Adjustable Back rest, Knee Break and Upper Leg Rest. (Sit up chair position)
• Gliding back support reduces compression of the stomach. 
• The castors can be individually locked.
• Wooden surround (beech) with integrated side frames. 
• Selectively locking handset with auto-contour and locking of individual functions. 
• Transport kit included. 
• 10 year guarantee on bed frame and 3 year guarantee on motors.
Safe working load: 175kg.

EV9721 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150

Stacked for Transport
or storage:

Great for saving space.

A nursing home room must be presented to a prospective resident with attractive 
and inviting furniture.

Because of space limitations it must be functionally – this has always meant a 
comprise between tasteful and clinical. 
Burmeier have recognised this and are making clinical nursing beds that would be 
suitable in the most gracious home environment along with bedside cabinet 
overbed table combinations.

Linak drive system with 24 Volt power saving technology 
Having the 240 Volts isolated away from the bed and only 24 Volt at the bed 
means a safer environment for resident and maintenance personal. The switch 
mode of this system means that unlike other electric beds there is no current 
flowing through the bed control box and motors until a hand control button is 
pressed - a substantial saving from not being on standby.

DALI-LOW ENTRY 4 SECTION ELECTRIC BED Excellent quality / price ratio.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

Shown with optional timber end cover 

http://www.evocare.com.au/dali-low-entry-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/dali-low-entry-bed.php�


The Affordable Care Bed

SPECIFICATIONS – Economic II 4 Section Floor Line Bed
Capacity: 185kg
Length: 2120mm
Width: 1010mm
High / Low: 400mm (low) 800mm (high)
Castors: 4 x 100mm Tente individual locking
Operation: Fully electric 24V system (240V input)
Backrest: 0 - 70°
Knee break: 0 - 35°
Finish: Metal parts sealed with a polyester powder 

lacquer coating.

COST-EFFECTIVE ⁄ Easily assembled by just one person
This bed offers exceptional value for money, but not at the expense of 
materials or design. Uncompromising use of high–quality materials is a 
hallmark of the Burmeier philosophy. The care bed can be assembled and 
disassembled by one person without tools in a matter of minutes.

Features:
• Mattress surface 900mm x 2000mm, 4-part, Mattress surface is spring wood 

slats consisting of wood derived timber products whose surface has been 
sealed.

• Adjustable Back Support and Upper Leg Rest.
• Lowered foot section to facilitate chair position
• Stackable for storage and transport
• 4 x 100mm High–quality and robust TENTE castors.
• Beech finish with working timber areas melamine covered.
• Integrated side frames.
• Linak 24V drive systems.
• Selectively locking handset with locking of individual functions.

EV9721 – (Mid) Pressure Care Mattress 2000 x 900 x 150
Stacked for Transport

or storage:
Great for saving space.

The "Economic II" care bed is sturdily constructed to stand up to the rigours
of daily nursing care. High–quality components make this a particularly 
durable, robust and low–maintenance care bed that significantly reduces 
follow–on costs.

ECONOMIC II Quality and Durability.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

Bed on the storage aid
The bed can be transported without problems even in small places. It consists 
of two end boards (head and foot section); a mattress surface frame which is 
divided in the middle; four side rail beams and a self–help pole with grip 
handle. The bed stands on four steerable, individually–locking casters.

http://www.evocare.com.au/dali-low-entry-bed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/dali-low-entry-bed.php�


Combination Bedside Locker & Overbed Table 

Double Sided Access
With drawer and cabinet access from 
either side, the locker can be placed 
alongside the bed and on the side 
away from that which the resident 
uses to get in/out of bed.

With the locker being double sided this 
can be either side.

In this position there is easy access for 
the resident to the drawer and cabinet 
without twisting, also easy access to 
the top for a teacup, glasses, book, 
phone, etc. without twisting.

With the locker placed permanently 
beside the bed, access is easy.

EV94B5CH
Cherusker Bedside Locker

EV94B5AR 
Arminius Bedside Locker

EV94B5HE
Hermann Bedside Locker

This style of Bedside Locker is a big space saver in a resident's room and also removes a tripping hazard.

The body and front panels are in plastic-coated beech 
finish.

Click here for link to information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/burmeier_lockers.php�


Overbed Table 
EV5202CP Premium Hospital Overbed Table

Features
• The wide table tops are 765 x 365 x 13mm 

(they reach well over the bed)
• The tops are Australian made using 13mm compact laminate.
• Compact laminate has dimensional self supportive strength and  

is resistant to moisture, humidity, scratch, boiling water, impact, 
dry heat etc

• 50mm twin wheel castors for good manoeuvrability, 
2 x swivel, 2 locking.

• Spring loaded height adjustment with lever action.
• Single handed height adjustment with lever lock mechanism.
• Finish: Painted base, chrome column and compact laminate.
• Tables can be shipped flat packed —for easy assembly. 

• ARTG No: 208845

An Evocare Overbed Table’s construction allows for easy cleaning.

Hospital Model Codes

EV5202CP Compact Laminate — Parchment —
13mm Specifications

Table Top Dimensions: 765mm x 365mm x 16mm

High / Low Adjustment: 715mm to 1145mm

Safe Working Load (SWL): 10kg

Overbed Table Weight: 9kg

Table Top reaches well over bed

Lever Lock height adjustment

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/overbed.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/overbed.php�


Vendlet Patient Turning System
Vendlet - Easy, Gentle, Safe Handling of Patients in Bed

How VENDLET Works

The turn sheet is rolled around 2
motorised bars on each side of the bed.

By activating the hand control the
turn sheet rolls around one bar and

thereby repositions or turns
the patient to one side.

An easy one person job.

Ease of Daily Care Routines
VENDLET makes repositioning of patients in bed an easy one person job at 
the touch of a button. There will be improved care giver productivity and no 
more manual handling.

Easy Attachment to Most Beds
VENDLET is easily attached to most hospital and nursing home beds and 
works as an integrated part of the bed.
VENDLET does not restrict the bed nor have a negative impact on the 
efficiency of alternating air mattresses.

A Comprehensive View of the Patient's Needs
The uniform and gentle procedure ensures patient comfort and a postive
contact between care giver and patient. The care giver has a comprehensive 
view of the procedure making it possible to support the patient's needs 
during the procedure.

Improved Care Giver Productivity
VENDLET simplifies planning of the daily care routines because the patient 
in many situations can be handled by one person.

Note: When mounted on the bed frame, VENDLET does not affect the other functions of the 
bed.

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/vendlet.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/vendlet.php�


Dimensions -
Frail and Standard mattresses 150mm high, 3 layers
Maxi (Bariatric) 180mm high, 4 layers
Cover:
• 2-Way stretch, vapour permeable, 
• waterproof, zipped 3 sides, 
• with waterfall flap

Mattress Foam Layers

Position Type
Top Pressure relieving top layer
Middle 1 or 2 Comfort layers, 
Bottom Comfort layer, (more dense)

Side Support layer and edge support

3 Pressure Relieving Mattresses for different weight users.

One for users with low weight Frail
EV971
2

One for the average user Mid
EV971
1

One for the heavy user Maxi
EV971
3

Specially selected grades of foam in three layers (four for Maxi) create a mattress suitable for 
the type of user and give a good balance between weight (% indentation) and firmness 
(hardness).

Click here for link to 
information on our website

http://www.evocare.com.au/pressure_care_mattresses.php�
http://www.evocare.com.au/pressure_care_mattresses.php�
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